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CYPELUX EN 
 

Lighting installations 

CYPELUX at It allows the user to verify the lighting requirements proposed by EN 12464-1, 
depending on the type of activity, for interior work places. 

It is checked the illumination maintained, the index of glare, the uniformity of illumination 
and the chromatic performance of the luminaires. In order to reach the required levels, it is 
possible to use both the normal artificial lighting and daylight, according to the "4.12 
Additional daylight Benefits" section of the standard. 

CYPELUX in is integrated into the Open BIM Workflow Through the standard IFC.  
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Main features of CYPELUX in 
Luminaires 

With CYPELUX it is possible to dispose of normal artificial lighting in each enclosure of the 
work. 

The luminaires used in the calculation of CYPELUX can be defined in several ways 
(including photometric curves): 

1. Imported from the CYPELUX lighting library in 
2. User-defined by the data provided by the manufacturer 
3. Imported luminaire files in format EULUMDAT (Standard format in Europe for photometric 

data – "LDT" extension) and Coming (Standard format in North America for photometric data 
– "ies" extension). These files are supplied by the manufacturers and the user can import 
them without having to enter the data manually. 

Once the luminaire type has been defined, the program allows to store the photometric data in 
a file so that it can be imported directly into another CYPELUX project. 

Automatic distribution 

The program allows to generate distributions of luminaires automatically, so that a greater 
degree of uniformity of illumination is achieved on the work plane and a saving in the cost of 
the installation. The user can select distributions that follow circular or linear patterns and 
configure the parameters that define the selected disposition, such as the number of luminaries 
or their orientation. 
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Maintenance Factor 

CYPELUX in has an assistant that allows to deduce the maintenance factor of the luminaires 
located in interior enclosures from the method proposed in the standard CIE 97:2005 (Guide 
on the maintenace of indoor electric lighting systems). To carry out this calculation, we take 
into account loss factors related to the environment and the type of lamps and luminaires 
used. These may be entered directly by the user or determined automatically depending on the 
characteristics of the installation, as indicated in the standard. 

 

Daylight 

CYPELUX in performs the calculation of the illumination produced by the effect of natural 
light. To obtain these values it is necessary to associate the work of CYPELUX in a BIM 
model that contains, at least, the geometric definition of the building. 

In order to carry out the calculation, it is 
necessary to specify the characteristics of 
the glass holes ("transmission grade" and 
"refractive index") and to describe the sky 
of the scene by means of the "daylight" 
option of the program toolbar. Within this 
panel are specified the parameters related to 
the calculation of daylight, such as the sky 
type according to the CIE standard, the 
location of the building and its orientation. 
The latter can be obtained from the BIM 
model, if it contains it.   
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Defining zones 

In order to justify compliance with the en 12646-1 standard, the necessary carcterísticas must 
be defined for the enclosures or interior areas. 

Zones can be entered in the program directly by the user or by importing a file in format IFC 
(IFC4 and IFC2x3) generated by CAD/BIM programs. In order to facilitate the manual 
insertion of the zones, CYPELUX in allows to use templates of drawing files in format DXF, 
DWG, DWF, JPG o BMP. 

Once the zone type is defined, it is possible to save its properties in a file so that it can be 
imported directly into another CYPELUX project.  

 

 RADIANCE calculation engine 

CYPELUX in employs the calculation engine Radiance Developed by the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory To carry out the illumination calculations produced by the 
artificial lighting and daylight. This calculation methodology allows, among other factors, to 
obtain a result of greater precision in the levels of indirect illumination, to make the 
discretization of the non-point light sources and to visualize realistic light scenes.  
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Scene rendering 

Thanks to the inclusion in CYPELUX in the Radiance calculation engine, it is possible to 
represent in a realistic image the effect of the lighting produced by the installation of artificial 
lighting or natural light. To do this, the user must define the location of the point of view and 
the characteristics of the render.  

Integration into the Open BIM workflow 

CYPELUX en is an application integrated into the Open BIM workflow. This integration is 
carried out through the exchange of IFC information files with a previously defined BIM 
model. 

1. Import of a BIM model from files in IFC format generated by CAD/BIM programs such as IFC 
Builder, Allplan, Archicad or Revit. This feature allows CYPELUX to automatically incorporate 
elements such as floor plans and enclosures. 

2. Export of information in IFC files. Once the lighting installation has been calculated, CYPELUX 
is able to export the data related to the luminaires used, as well as the results obtained so 
that they can be used in other programs that work with this technology. In this way, the BIM 
model of the project is updated and the Open BIM workflow is consolidated. 

3. Synchronization With the BIM model. Each time there is a modification in the BIM model, 
the program will be able to incorporate the changes to the CYPELUX project in such a way 
that the user can work in parallel together with other specialists from different disciplines. 

on page Open BIM technology in CYPE programs More information about the Open BIM 
workflow proposed by CYPE is available. 

Export to FIEBDC-3 

CYPELUX in generates a file with the measurement of the materials used in the lighting 
installation in FIEBDC-3 format (standard Interchange Format of database of the 
construction) that can be imported by measurement programs and budget as Archimedes. 
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Calculations 

CYPELUX in performs the following calculations: 

Artificial normal lighting 

1. Calculation of the lighting level of the installation measured at the level of the work plane. 
2. Calculation of the energy efficiency value of the installation (VEEI). 
3. Calculation of the level of glare based on the UGR defined in the standard CIE 117:1995 

(Discomfort glare in interior lighting). 

Natural lighting 

1. Calculation of the lighting level produced by the effect of the daylight measured at the level 
of the work plane. 

2. Calculation of the daylight quotient measured at the level of the work plane. 
 

Displaying results and checks 

After calculating, CYPELUX can show on the screen the results of illumination (normal and 
emergency), glare and daylight ratio of the zones that intervene through isolines, isovalues or 
numerical values.  

In addition, if the cursor is positioned over a zone, the program displays the following 
enclosure-related parameters:  

1. Horizontal average illuminance maintained (EM) 
2. Total installed power 
3. Installation Energy efficiency value (VEEI) 
4. Unified Glare Index (UGR) 
5. Average daytime light ratio  
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Generated documentation 

Once the calculation has been made, CYPELUX is able to automatically generate the listings 
and plans necessary to justify compliance with the standard EN 12464-1. 

 

Justification Tokens 

CYPELUX generates a supporting document of the En 12464-1 standard for each particular 
area and a general list of the work.  

In the Justificative Tokens If verification:  

1. Medium illumination maintained (EM) in the work plane 
2. Unified Dazzling Index (UGR) for the Observer 
3. Uniformity of illuminance 
4. Chromatic reproduction Index of lamps 

 

Calculation Annex 

CYPELUX in also generates a Calculation Annex In addition to the calculation values, the 
characteristics of the enclosure together with its normal and emergency lighting are detailed: 

1. Artificial and natural lighting 
1. Luminaire layout 
2. Illumination and glare calculation 
3. Position of the lousy values 
4. Map of Isolines 
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2. Photometric curves 

 

  

Installation plans 

The program generates the detailed drawings of the lighting installation and provides the user 
with a configuration tool in order to be able to indicate the elements that must appear in each 
plane. 

In addition to being able to print the drawings directly, CYPELUX is able to export them to 
various formats (DWG, DXF, PDF, XPS).  

Required user license permits 

To be able to work with CYPETHERM HVAC, users must have the corresponding permission 
to use the program. 

For project consultancy and detailed information; cype@cype.ist or support@cypetr.com   
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